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and even foolish. Bill Schlesinger feels that way today. \Vith spiles and tape me,]
sure, he and eo-workerJane Raikes h,we sl,tked out some 100 square y,lrds of desert
land in lheJornada Basin, 15 miles north of Las Cruces, Kcw Mexico. Their claim
includ<:s some low-slung olive-drah creosote hushes, a clump of wispy tan snakew<:ed,
and a lot of bare soil. Some ants roam th<: ground. A palm-size '(has horned lizard
tries

to

stay cool in the shade of ,] creosote. It is a patdl of desert

BY CARL

rhat looks preny much like countless other patches of desert in
1\orth America. • \,Vhy anyone-evcn someone like Schk
singer, a biogeochernist from Duke

niversiry in ]\;orth Car-
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ohm-should bother to mark and study this panicuhlr p,nch of desert is hard For an
outsider to divine. Schlesinger is aware of this. So, as he calls out p,1irs of numbers
to Raikes, he is not surprised by the puzzled looks he gets from passing weekend

horseback riders. Raikes goes to the corresponding coordin,ltes in t.he plot., armed
\l'ith a rock hanuncr and a metal pipe. She drives th<: pipe two inches into the ground,
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the Glows ringing our in the silence. Then she pries the pipe Ollt and taps the clogged
;,oil into a Ziploc bag. "f C<1I1 see it in the press no\v," says Schlesinger. " 'They banged

a pip<: in the dirt many times ,lml found
it exciting.'''
Despite his habitual self-mockery,
Schlesing<:r knows tll,lt the tablespoons of
soil he and Raikes are collecting Illay h<:lp
revel I a profound secret of the desert. If
Raikes and Schlesinger bad C01l1<: to this
spot 150 years ago, lhey would have hem
surrounded hy almost unilllerrupted
gnlssl'lI1ds stretching across the hasin.
Somehow theJornada has since changed,
and Schksingn,
Raikes, ,1ncl th<:
other researchers
ZIMlVIER
who work here
think the\' know
why. In many
cases, they helieve,
a desert is like a
Jiving organism.
Like ,1 ClCllJS or ,1 side\vinder, it needs par
ents to giv<: it birth, hut once kicked into
thell'orld it can grow and thrive on its
own. Deserts aren't necessarily the prod
uct of outside forces like decreasing rain
(111, thelf sal'. R,llhcr, it\ the internal <:col
og)' of ~he ~lesert itself~-its web of plants,
animals, and soil-that drives its growth
to maturity and stahility. '\Jor does the
transform'ltion of a grassland to a desert
necessarily mean the cr<:ation of a place
where lif<: is more scarce--only onc where
life is rcarranged.
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Grasslands are changing into full
blown deserts not only in theJornada
Basin but around the world, on every con
tinent bur Antarctica---()n every continent,
that is, where humans have settled. In
North America ~llone an estimated I. I bil
lion acres have been desertitled, and re
se<1rchers suggest that global warming
may generate more desert acreage in the
coming century. Desertification is suffi
ciently serious a threat that representatives
of 87 countries have drafted ~1 treaty to
combat it; only two otller environmental
crises~ozone destruction and globa I
w~Jrming-have earned such attention.
But scientists still argue about exactly how
desertitlcation happens, how much of it is
a matter of natllral fluctuations, and how
much is man-made. The political impact
of the debate is huge-wil11ess the con
flict between ranchers and Interior Sec
retary Bruce Babbitt over gr<1Zing rights
on public land. If the model Schlesinger
and his colleagues at the ./ornad'l have
built proves U'LIe, it will inject some des
per<1tely needed science into this debate.
There's a touch of ecological hubl;s in
trying to gencrali7.e to the entire globe
from the./omada's 310 square miles, but
then, the Jornada is an exceptional place.
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It is arguably tile best-studied desert in
the world. As Kris IIavstad, the director
of the U.S. Department of AgriculuJre's
./ornada Experimental Range, drives
~1round on a tour of the basin with Schle
singer and Raikes, he reCOUIllS the ./or
Dada's Jong history: "As early as 1(iOO,
Spanish wagons were traveling from
NTexico City to Santa Fe with livestock.
They tried to avoid the Rio Grande be
cause the terrain was broken and heavy
and they'd get hogged down. So they
crossed over the mountains, up into the
plains. The problem is, there's almost no
water here. You read the journals people
kept of tlleir trip, and when tile)' get here,
they get really quiet."
The 90-mile tTail was soon given the
name./ornada del Muerto-Journey of
the Dead. Dryas it was, though, the
basin was not a desert ,It tile time.
"Nothing could exceed the beauty of
the country we traveled over this morn
ing," wrote A'fay Humphrey Stacy after
crossing the hasill iu 1H57. "The whole
extent, as far as vision reached ahead, was
a level plain, covered thickly with the
most Im:1Jrious grass."
'f1leJornada Basin is at the northern
edge of the Chihuahuan Desert, which
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runs SOUtll 1,000 miles li'om New NIex
ico, through the western wedge of Texas
and down the backbone of Mexico. Cre
osote bushes and sm~111, spiny mesquite
trees dominate the landscape. Yet for
thousands of years theJornada had been
a SLl ble grassland. The closely packed
mfts of golden-stalked black gram~l grass
attracted Nlexican cattle raisers, and af
ter them, Americans.
But because those early settlers could
water tlleir livestock only at springs in the
bordering mountains, they raised rather
few cattle. "It wasn't until we brought the
technology to drill wells in places Like
this, where the water is 400 feet down,
that this land opened up to heavy gnu.
ing," says Havstad. "After \\',Her was
brought to tile surface in the 1880s, there
were 20,000 head of cattle out here. This
place just got hammered."
By the turn of the century people had
begun to notice that theJorl1ada was
changing. The grass was tlunning, ~lI1d
the mesquite and creosote were spread
ing. The ground became hare; in some
places low dunes formed. Ranching was
becoming less and less profItable. Simi
lar changes were happening throughout
the AmeriGlll \Nest, and in 1912 L'SO\
officials fenced off 192,000 acres of the
basin and set up the Expel;mental Rangc,
where they tried to understand what was
happening and how they could stop it.
As I-Iavstad tells the tale of the Jomada,
he is looking out the truck window for
some ofthat history. HaIfa mile down tile
road he finds a red ribbon tied to ,I
barbed-wire fence; 50 yards Ii-mn the road
is anotller ribbon tied to one of the spear
shaped leaves tllat explode from the top
of a soap-tree yucca. Nearby, four rusted
steel posts sprout from the ground, form
ing the corners of a square. \;\Then the
L1SJ),\ took over the./ornada H3 years ago,
it sent surveyors to stake out 1(H such
sites, and for decades thereafter L'SLH re
searchers faithfully sketched the vegeta
tion in each square. Havstad h<1s some of
the early dnnvings of this plot in hand.
They show scattered patches of grass.
Now the four posts enclose only mesquite.
These early researchers did not con
sider themselves ecologists. They were
range scientist." dedicated to figuring out
how to make the .Iornada grow food for
c,mle. They did everything they could to

stop the basin's transfc)[Ination. They cut
the herd down to a fe\v hundred head.
They tore up mesquite, poisoned the
shmbs, seeded grasses, and dug f,riant pits
to help water penemlte the ground. They
failed. 'fhe J ornada researchers estimate
that in 1858 about 5 percent ofthe range
was dominated by mesquite or creosote,
37 percent had a few shrubs in it, and tile
remaining 58 percent was Shlllb free. Just
over 100 years later, in 1963, 64 percent
of tile range was dominated by mesquite
and creosote <1nd none of the remaining
36 percent could unqualifiedly be called
grassland any longer. Now, Havstad es
timates, abollt HO percent is classic desert
shrub land.
eartbreaking as the desert
ification was to range sci
entists, it made the./ornada
a fascinating place for
desert ecologists. "You can
find virtually every kind of
vegetation unit there that
you would tlnd anywhere in the Chi
huahuan Desert," says Vhlt \Vhitford.
\'Vhitford began studying the Jornada in
19(i4 when he came to New Mexico
State University in Las Cruces. The
short drive from campus and long lustory
of research made it ~111 attractive place for
doing ecology. And most important, says
vVhitford, he could really do ecology
there. "You can go to national parks, hut
you can't do experiments in them. The
Jornada is a huge piece of land dedic<1ted
to research. \Ve can move livestock, im
pose droughts, burn strips-we can do
almost anything you can imagine."
In 1981 \Vhitford launched the J0[
nada Long-Term Ecological Research
Project. Ilis own expertise was in desert
'lJumals, and he enticed other researchers
to join him to smdy the Jornada's plants,
its soil chemistry, its patterns of wind and
water. But by the mid-eighties, as the
data cnl1nmed their tiling cabinets and
computers, \Vh.itford~., team began to feel
more like bookkeepers than scientists.
"The big problem was to relate what we
were doing at a single site in l\"ew Mex
ico to global desertification," explains
Duke ecologistJ<1ll1es Reynolds. Precisely
how had the Jornada changed, they
asked, and was the same process respon
sible for changes elsewhere?
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The first glinlJners of an answer came
in 1<)88, on an aftel1100n when the senior
Jornada researchers closeted themselves
in a hotel room in Columbus, Ohio, dur
ing ,ill ecolob'Y meeting. That day, in tile
comse of their long conversations, they
first realii',ed that they had all noticed a
simple but important pattern in the Jor
nada: the desert is patchy. Its vegetation
is obviously patchy even to the untrained
eye, looking like an archipelago in a
drained oce'lIl. Hut the researchers had
discovered that the desert is also patchy
in unseen ways, such as in the distribu
tion of its water, nutrients, ancl microbes.
Grasslands, on the other hand, are rela
tively uniform carpets of plants and re
sources. Find what drives <1n ecosystem
from smooth to patchy, theJornada re
searchers decided that afternoon, and
you've explained desertification.
Over the next several years they con
sU"Dcted sometlling they ~all theJ(;rnada
model, based on observations, experi
ments, and intuition. Like all models, it
is a story, and it begins in the 1800s,
when tile basin was a grassland. Though
its climate was precariously dry, the
ecosystem had remailled stable for mil
lelmia, thank., in part: to its ability to cre

ate its own weather. Its spongy soil
soaked up rain, and when tile water eV<1p
orated back into the air, it formed clouds
dlat then recycled the rain hack to the
basin.
The grassland was also able to shut
out competing plants. vVhile a few cre
osore bushes and mesquite trees grew in
the basin, they had a tenuous existence.
"They're a m~tive element that W~lS al
ways there, just w<1iting," says Havstad.
Shrub seedlings, though, were particu
larly vulnerable to me fires that swept the
grassland, and the ones that survived
faced <1 crippling water shortage: the shal
low, dense roots of the grass absorbed the
rain before it could percolate down to tlle
shrubs' deeper roots.
In the late 1800s the vast unmanaged
herds of cattle tllat were made possible by
the advanced drilling technology helped
the shrubs penetrate tbe grassland's de
fenses. Simply by eating tile grass, tile cat
tle impaired it., ability to photosynmesize
and grow. Less obviously~but just as im
portant-they may well have made the
landscape patchy. The ecologists specu
late that as the cattle trampled the ground
to their [lVorite feeding spots, the ground
they habitually walked on became less
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able to absorb water. Rain flowed over
this soil rather than into it, forming chan
nels. No longer lingering in the upper
soil, where grass root~ grew, the water in
stead either escaped downsu'eam or per
colated through the channel bottoms,
down to where only the deep-rooted
shrubs could get to it. Hoofprints gave
rise to pools of water that infiltrated the
soil, creating spots for a seedling to take
root and thrive. \Vater W3S no longer
evenly spread over the basin, but now
concentrated in scattered places.
By the time the gi,lnt herds left the
Jornada, they had pushed it over a criti
cal threshold. Now the ecology of the
desert itself took up where outside intlu
ences left off. Thanks to patchiness,
shrubs established a foothold, and they
made the patchiness even greater.
"The shrubs are deeply and widely
rooted," explains Schlesinger, "so they're
obtaining nitrogen from a big area of the
desert. It's 3t low concentrations out
there, but tlley're getting it and concen
trating it in their tissues. Then as the
shrubs drop their leaves, the leaves fall
under the shrub. It's like a pumping
mechanism. They're sucking nutrients in
ii'om tar ,md wide ,md dumping them un

r
del' their canopies. The leaves decompose
under the shrub and the nitrogen get~ cir
culated. The bulk of the nitrogen is what
get~ circulated from under the shrub, but
every year tl1ere's new niu'ogen that's also
being added from these roots."
The shrubs rearranged the nitrogen
in the basin from a smooth layer to con
centnlted and increasingly isolated "is
lands of fertiJity." \Vind and rain began
to make tl1cse islands grow faster. Gusts
scoured the bare patches, carrying away
nuu'ient-rich dust, but when they hit the
canopies of creosote and mesquite, they
broke into whirling, weakened eddies,
dropping their dust-as well as dead
leaves and other organic matter-to the
base of the shrubs. HThen a raindrop bit
unprotected soil, it shoveled up the top
soil and carried it away in the overhl11d
How of water, and when tlle water hit tllC
downslope edge of the patch, it carved
away even more soil. But the shrub roots
protected their islands from the tlow, and
their leaves hroke the fall of nlindrops,
which dribbled g-ently to the spongy
ground helow.
The mesquite and creosote also
brought animals adapted to them, which
in their own ways helped the islands
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grow. 'Icnnites and kangaroo rats col
lected food ii-om a wide range and stored
it in their nests, which they ofren made
under shrubs. In this way tlley brought a
lot of organic matter into the islands and
took it away from surrounding areas.
Meanwhile, nests tlley estahlished away
from tl1e shrubs often became ide;11 birth
place-s for new seedlings.
Even tlle shape of an insect's mouth
could help build the desert. "In a grass
land, most of the processing is done by
chewers," says \Vhitford, and the drop
pings of these gnssland insects-the sci
entitlc term is !ra.l·s-consist of tough,
complex material that spreads over the
ground before it fin;1lly breaks down.
"But the insects you find on shrubs," he
explains, "are predominantly guys witll
mouthparts like little hypodermic nee
dles, 'lIld they're sticking them directly
into the vascular system of the plant and
siphoning off its sap. The frass is basically
a simple sugar solution. \\11en that hits
the soil, you've got a ready source of en
ergy for the microhes to use and break
down into the soil, where ie~ available for
growing pbnts."
According to tbe model, all these
feedback cycles will evenhlally, over the
course of millennia, reach an equilibrium
in the Jornada. \V"hen :1 shrub dies, tlle
island it leaves will be a nurselY tor a new
one, which will he protected from tIre by
the distance from one island to the next.
either hard, hare soil nor shrub-domi
mrcd islands will offer any hope to col
oni:6ing gnlss. And since tile soil will hold
less and less water, rain recycling will
stop, making the desert even drier.
cology being such a slo\l SCI
ence, the researchers knew tllat
by proposing this model they
were indenturing themselves
for decades. Seven vears after their first
brainstorm, they s;lUnd ho'pefuJ. ".Just
about ;lU tlle evidence we've collected so
far supports it," says Reynolds. Ne\v
.Vlexico State University biologist Laura
H uenneke, for example, has been mea
suring the mass of the Jornada vegeta
tion, and she finds that the central tenet
of the model holds true; arid grassland
and shrub-domjnated desert contain
about tl1e same weight of plant material.
it's just arranged differently.

The researchers even feel contldent
enough now to argue th;lt the.J ornada
model explains desertitlcation in other
parts of tlle world. The grass lllay not be
black grama and the shrubs may not be
mesquite and creosote, but the basic pro
cess seems universal.
The model also ought to apply to the
spread of deserts before humans began
to change the bndscape, with slow shifts
of climate playing the role of srrazing cat
tle. As a grassland experienced centuries
of decreasing rainfall, this scenario goes,
the upper level of the soil would dJY OUl.
Grasses, with their shallow roots, would
suffer, but shrubs wouJd still be ahle to
tap the deep water thar trickled into the
ground from storm runoff, and they'd
start huilding their islands, A sinmltane
ous change in the composition of the at
mosphere could speed the process.
Grasses are much more efficient ab
sorbers of carbon dioxide than are plants
like mesquite and creosote, and so they
can thrive on low levels of the gas. But
when the atmospheric Icvel of C02
jumped from time to time, grasslands lost
tlleir competitive advantage and became
vulnerable to sJlrubs and patchiness.
As they test the model further, tl1C re
scarchcr·s crawl over the basin Like a
swanll of locusts. Schlesinger and Raikes,
for example, bang their pipes into the dirt
and tlnd it fascinating because they want
to see how the distribution of chemicals
in desert soil changes over millellllia. ~l 'he
model predict~ th~lt the chemicals impor
tant to life get concenu-ated under vege
tation, while unnecessary elements like
Iithiwn and bromine remain smoothly
scattered. Schlesinger is collecting soil
samples fi'om JOl11ada f,rrass!<md and shrub
land and comparing them with samples
from the Mojave Desert in California,
where a dry climate has allowed creosote
to build islands of fertility for 10,000
years. If the model is right, he should see
a progression in tile disn-ibution of chem
icals from young desert to old.
Ilowever, it is not these last stages of
the model th,lt are most controversial,
but the first ones-in which grazing sup
posedly gives islands of fertility d1eir start.
The human causes of desertitlcation and
their cures have attracted vast amoullts
of money and prompted political \\Tan
gling. Billions of dollars have already

been spent in valious schemes to fight de
sertification, even though researchers are
only beginning 10 understand how it
works. Critics mailltain that developing
countries lL~e the fear of spreading deserts
as a way to guarantee a How of aid. But
the argument isn't limited to 'fhird
\\Todd nations. In the United States, en
vironmental groups ,Ire urging Secretary
Babbitt to increase fees for grazing on the
280 milLion acres of public rangeland.
Cheap grazing rights, they say, degrade
the land, drive species extinct, and lead
to desertification. Ranchers claim that
they've improved tlleir grazing practices
since the tllrn of the century, so that the
only real ctfect of raising grazing fees will
be their bankruptcy.
TheJol11ada researchers try their best
to keep the hue and cry from affecting
their work. "The ranching industry
doesn't like us at all," says Schlesinger.
"They'd love to say that cows make no
difference, that it's all drought or climate
change or kangaroo rats. But 1 don't sec
these things as mutually exclusive.
There's no point in our singling out one
thing at the expense of others."
"The debate has a hell of a lot less to
do with science than emotion," says

kan~.taroo rats. 3ut I don't se
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\Nhittord. "It's about economics, about
whose ox is getting gored. Hopefully we
can provide some fachlal information.
\Ne don't have unelJuivocal evidence that
tllere are these links; that's whv we're do
ing the experiments we're doing."
So far those experiments have given
them results that are suggestive but not
conclusive. In 19K2 the Jornada ecolo
gists closed off some plots from the
cso,.\'s cattle. Over the following ten
years many of tile plots that still had some
grass in them dramatically improved,
comp,lred with unprotected brrass nearby;
meanwhile, shrub-dominated plots saw
no change. Still, some of the plots un
touched by cows also died out, suggest
ing that drought too must playa role in
the long-term survival of grassland.
However, New r,-'Iexico State Univer
sity ecologist \·Villiam Conley has shown
that droughts may not have been so im
pOl-tant in theJornada. Grass is indeed
susceptible to drought, but only when it
strikes during the summer gl-owing sea
son. Tht, L·SJ):\'S 80-year record of rain
fall in the basin shows that droughts this
century have actually hit the Jornada
more during tl1e winter, the growing sea
son of mesquite and creosote. If any
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thing, they should have helped the grass
land sun1ve. Conky also made a statisti
cal analvsis of the rainfall record that
shovvs t1~at the droughts were not freak
ish; they had prohably hit theJon1ada e\'
erv few decades for centuries. If they had
th~ pnwer to desertify, tlleJornada should
have hecome ,1 desert long before Mexi
cans first passed through it.
That leaves gnlzing as the most likely
culprit. Only now, though, are theJor
nada ecologists performiJlg the experi
ment that em document the steps by
which cattle Imy initiate islands of fertil
ity. Almost dead center in the basin, a
wave of mesquite is rolling over some of
the last remaining black grama. In 1993,
on the border between the two plant
communities, USI),\ researchers set up 18
fenceu enclosures, each about 750 fl:et
square. In 9 enclosures tlley hacked down
the mesquite 'lnd painted the stumps witll
herbicide; t.he other 9 sitcs were left un
touched. \Nhitford, who has continued
to study the Jornada since he joined the
Environmental Protection Agency in
1992, cat'llogl:d all tlle plants and animals.
Schlesinger, who with Reynolds now
heads the ]ornada Long-'1erm Ecologi
cal Research Project, measured the dis
tribution of dozens of chemicals in the
soil. Before this 'wimer is over, Havstad
will bring two dozen head of cattle into 6
of the corrals and let them graze for 24
hours, in which time they should devour

two-t.hirds of the grass and tnllJ1ple the
ground, This summer he will let them
loose in 6 others, while the 6 rem'lining
will stay unmolestl:u. In the next five years
the rese'lrchers will meaSl.Jre how the soil,
plants, anu animals ch;mge in response.
'1\\'o ofthe grazeu plots will be bll1'ned
and 2 others wi II be covl:red in raill-ollt
shelters tn see he·.v fires and droughts en
hance or reduce the effects of grazing.
If the story of the Jornada does turn
out to be the story of other deserts, then
ecologists should be able to f()retcll the
story of deserts not yet horn. And tlut's
a skill that may he in high demand in the
comiJlg decades. As we burn fossil fuels
,mel 'ldd carbon dioxide to the atmo
sphere, we once again take away the
competitive advantage grass has in a
C02-poor world. Simulations also sug
gest that global warming may make con
tinental interiors drier. Grasslands that
now gl:t comfortable levels of rain may
become vlllneL1ble to grning, as theJor
nada was in the nineteenth century.
For over 20 years Reynolds has been
turning dara collected in the Jornada into
mathematical equations. By calculating
200 variahles, he can now accur,ltely sim
ulate the year-tn-year evolution of a few
square yards oftheJornMIa, whether it's
occupied by grass, an island of fertility,
or bare soil. Now he's stitching these
patches together into a quilt that repre
sents the entire basin, Using its actual to

pography anu weather, he lets t.he patche:i
interact, Shrubs deplete the surrounding
soil, and bare patches help eroue neigh
boring topsoil as water flows from onl:
patch to the next. By measuring the
growth of creosote and mesquite in an
isolated, C02-flooded area, Reynolds
hopes to be able to predict how the basin
will evolve in the ncar future,
Ultimately the simulation should be
ahle to predict the fate of any grassland.
An ecologist in Chile, tc)J' instance, could
feed a computer data on the JOGll topog
raphy, weather p,ltterns, alld patterns of
veget,ltion and see how likely the land
would be to shift over to desert. "\;\!e'lJ
be able to say how sensitive places will be
to grazing and climate change," says
Reynolds. "vVe can say, this area is not
bevond the threshold anu it would be
worth trying tn restore it, hut this other
area has changes that are irreversihle."
Irreversible is a tough word, but the
Jornada model makes ck~,lr whv most ef
forts to restore self-sllst'linjng gTasslands
,lre futile. 'Elke away the shrubs, and tbe
landscape, full of ishll](ls of fertiLity, is still
perfectly suited for new creosote and
mesquite to invade. "\Ve've talked about
a homogenization experiment," says
Reynolds, "in which we'd go out to some
of the hig dunes where it's really hetero
geneous and just bulldoze those babies
and see if when you disn-ilmte everything,
the gnlsses would be successful again.
This would just be an academic pursuit;
it wouldn't be a restoration tool." DeSl:rts
do nml to grasslands naturally, but only
when tholls'lIlds of years of steadily in
creasing r;linfaU countenlcts tlle power of
the ishlllds of fertility.
Perhaps the nameJomada del !Vlucrto
should now be changed to Jornada del
Desierto. J list as people have journeyed
across tlle h,lsin for centuries, the land it
self is t,tking a journey tbat these re
searchers arc now ;lble to trace. Accord
ing to vVhitford, histOry may provide a
glimpse of its destination.
"Clil11<ltically, North AIi-ica should bl:
a grassland savanna," he says, "YOl! C<ln
go back to historical records and read
ahout the trees on the mountains and
I usb grass, ;1 bou t how they were the
brl:adb~lsket for Rome, providing grain
and meat to the empire. \IVell, now it
looks like parts of Nevada. YOLI put these
things together and say, '\\,7el1, the modt:l
probably worked there, and it looks like
it followed the trajectory that we're fol
lowing in places like the]omada.' \;\!e're
well on our wav." @
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Jorn'ada Site Hosts Wild
land Shrub Symposium

O

Jornada LTER
Featured in
Discover Article

e

n late May 1995. the Las
Cruces Hilton was the scene

•

of the 9th Wildland Shrub

esearch at the Jornada was
featured in the February
1995 issue of Discover mag

azine. In "How To Make a Desert." se

Symposium. sponsored by the Shrub

Consortium. New Mexico State Univer

nior science editor Carl Zimmer sum

sity, the USDA Agricultural Research

marized the cooperative efforts between

Service, and the Jornada LTER pro

the LTER scientists and staff re

gram. More than 150 scientists from

searchers of the USDA Jornada Experi

the southwestern U.S. gathered to ex

mental Range.
Zimmer spent several intensive

change current ideas regarding the
management of arid and semiarid
ecosyslcfllS. especially desert shrub
lands. The meeting included a mid
week tour of the Jornada Experimental
Range. where USDA NMSU and
LTER researchers described current
field studies in southern New Mexico
and participants enjoyed an evening
barbecue under the setting Sun.

The Jornada L TER Program Is an NSF
funded project.

tury. LTER Principal Investigator
William Schlesinger (Duke University)
showed how changes in arid lands are
important feedbacks to climate
change-both regionally and globally.

days with LTER researchers last sum
mer. followed by a photographer on as
signment for the magazine.
Discover is a national magazine

covering science and technology news
for adults without a scientific back
ground. It has a circulation of one mil
lion.
As Zimmer's article shows. the ba

"The maps left by early
range scientists are a

sic hypothesis for long-term research at

U.S. Geological Suney (Tucson)

priceless long-term data

fication process is accompanied by

showed how climate fluctuations in the

set. "-Kris Havstad

changes in the spatial distribution of

Among featured speakers of the
symposium. Julio Betancourt of the

Holocene have controlled the frequency

the Jornada is that the ongoing deserti

water and soil nutrients-from a uni

of fire in natural ecosystems of the

and Herman Mayeux (USDA) dis

form distribution in grassland to a

Southwest.

cussed some of the potential responses

patchy distribution in shrublands.

Kris Havstad (1ornada Experimen
tal Range. ARS) described his recent
efforts to sah'age and presen'e historic

of desert shrubs to rising atmospheric
carbon dioxide
The proceedings of the entire sym

The article quotes Kris Havstad.
director of the Jornada Experimental
Range. on the historic impacts that hu

data sets that describe the distribution

posium will be published by the U. S.

mans inflicted on the landscape of New

of vegetation on quadrats established at

Forest Sen'ice as a Technical Report

Mexico: "After water was brought to

the Jornada in the early part of this cen-

from the Intermountain Station. @

inside...

Huenneke represents Jornada at scientific meetings
Jornada hosts undergraduate students
Featured LTER investigator: Peter Herman

(Continued on page 3)
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Huenneke Represents Jornada LTER
at Recent Scientific Meetings

4)

TER coinvestigator Laura
Huenneke has represented

450

the number of species present in a par

400
350
Mean 300
Annual 250
NPP 200
(g/m2) 150
100

ticular community and levels of ecosys

50

the Jornada at a variety of re

cent meetings held to assess the impor
tance of biodiversity to ecosystem func
tion. Laura's own work at the Jornada
indicates no clear relationship between

tem function. such as net primary pro

rs

• • •
• •

oI
o

ductivity (see figure). Thus. Laura

=0.207 (p =0.438)

,

•

~

t

I

20

40

Underg'raduates Get Hands..On Field
Experience with Jornada Scientists

•

O

•

•

• •

(Australian National University). Laura
has coauthored recent chapters in the
United Nations Environmental Pro
gram's (UNEP) assessment of the
global importance of biodiversity. With
William Schlesinger (Duke University')
she has represented the Jornada at

60

I

I

80

100

Kevin Gross (Duke University) and
Josh Mooney (Dartmouth College)

Discover Article

NSF-sponsored program
gets undergraduates
into the field with
scientists as mentors

tributed to the REU program at the Jor
nada. Working with Jim Winsor of
Penn State University (Altoona). Shani
Peretz examined the poIlination biology
of the desert "buffalo" gourds as a func
tion of herbivory and the timing of

Scott McCabe (SUNY. Buffalo) is

flowering relative to the onset of sum
mer drought conditions. @.

spheric Geo-Biosphere Organization
(AMIGO) and the InterAmerican Insti

place just got hammered." LTER prin

tute (IAI) for Global Change Re

cipal investigator William Schlesinger

search-both of which seek to foster

is quoted as believing that cattle hclped

cooperative studies between the South

spur the spatial redistribution of soil re

Estell and K. Havstad. 1994. Effects

1995. Subterranean termites: Regulators

America. Latin America and the United

sources. leading to the im'asion of

of chronic ingestion of tarbush

of soil organic matter in the

States in global change research. @

shrubs.

(Flourensia cernua) on ewe lambs.

Chihuahuan desert. Biologvand

r elerinarv and Human Toxicologv 36:

Ferlili~v o(5;oils

The Discover article describes how

Vince Gutschick. New Mexico

David Lightfoot. University of

sity of New York at Buffalo (Studies of
h~'drologic transport

smaIl mammals as agents of soil het
erogeneity in desert environments)
Curtis Monger. New Mexico

Triangle Park. N.C. (Studies of soil

State University. (Studies of soil devel

crusts as determinants of wind erosion

opment in Quaternary environments of

Page 2

Visiting scientific teams also con

flow on irregular desert hillslopes

New Mexico. Albuquerque (Studies of

in the Jornada Basin)

raphy.

2U.00U head of cattle out here. This

phere-vegetation interactions)

Dale Gillette. NASA. Research

Abrahams in the Department of Geog

soil moisture in rainout shelters.

meetings of The Americas Interhemi

who joined us in 1995:

basin)

tion of experimental manipulations of

developing a model to predict overland

State University (Studies of atmos

in the Jornada

dents to the Jornada Experi

(Continued from page 1)

these new investigators.

Athol Abrahams. State Univer

working in cooperation with Dr. Athol

the surface in the 1880s. there were

Jornada Trails is a biannual publi

the L TER research at the Jornada is

cation of the Jornada Long-Term

relevant to the current controversy con

Ecological Research (LTER) Pro

cerning grazing rights and the manage

gram, sponsored by the National

ment of western lands.

Science Foundation.

O

decomposition of shrub litter as a func

program of the National Science Foun

Net primary production as a function of species diversity in habitats of the Jornada basin

Welcome to New LTER Investigators at
the Jornada 'Program
he Jornada LTER welcomes

ber of undergraduate stu

dation.

of regional net primary production,
Working with Ian Noble

under different rainfall regimes. He is

Experience For Undergraduates (REU)

grasslands by desert shrubs is accompa
nied by a loss of species. without a loss

examined the comparative rates of

mental Range as part of the Research

Number of plant species

shows that the invasion of semiarid

ummer 1995 brought a num

the Jornada basin)

Stories and story ideas are wel
come! Send them to:

1

A new experiment. established co
operatively with researchers from the
Environmental Protection Agency. will
subject areas of desert grassland to in

Bill Schlesinger, Editor
The Phytotron
Duke University
Durham, NC 27706
Phone 919-660-7406
Fax 919-660-7425
Email: schlesin@acpub.duke.edu
Copyediting, design, and layout
by Lisa M. Dellwo

Recent Publications from Jornada Investigators
Fredrickson. Eoo J. Thilsted. R.

Nash. M. H. and W. G. Whitford.

19: 15-18.

409-415.
Gallardo. A. and W. H.
Schlesinger 1995. Factors

Duke Grad Student
Awarded ESA Grant

determining soil microbial biomass
and nutrient immobilization in desert

Roberto Fernandez. a Duke graduate

soils. Biogeochemislrv 28: 55-68.

student working with James Reynolds.

Herman. P. Poo K. R. Pro\·encio.

has been granted a $1. UOO Forrest
b~'

J. Herrera-Matos and R. J. Torrez.

Shreve Desert Research Award

tense grazing by cattle at different sea

1995. Resource islands predict the

Ecological Society of America.

sons The goal is to assess the rate of

distribution of heterotrophic bacteria

shrub invasion and changes in the dis

in Chihuahuan desert soils. Applied

tribution of soil resources. Despite

and Enl'ironllleJ1lall\licrohiologv 61:

Chihuahuan Desert decreased over the

1816-1821.

past 150 years? A test of the .'\ero

droughty conditions at the sile. USDA
personnel were able to initiate the first
grazing treatment in February. and
they hope to conduct the summer treat
ment this month. @.

Li. H. and 1. F. Reynolds. 1995.

The title of Roberto' s proposal was
"Why has grass cover in the Northern

phytism vs, palatability hypothesis."
the

On definition and quantification of

Roberto began field work

heterogeneit~. Oikos

Jornada in June of this year. @.

72: 1-5.

the

at

r
Featured Investigator

Peter Herman of New Mexico State University

O

ach issue ofJornada Trails

ification at the Jomada, but also illus

will highlight the work of an

trates the importance of local-scale

LTER investigator. Nev,'

heterogeneity that has been ignored by

Mexico State University Associate Pro

many soil microbiologists.
Expanding his work to new hori

fessor of Biology Peter Hemlan is our

zons. Peter will spend the 1995-96 aca

first fcatured investigator.
Recently. Peter's article in Applied

demic year at the Swedish University of

and Environmental l\1icrobiolog)! was

Agricultural Sciences. where he will

selected for special mention in the July

examine the spatial distribution of soil

Newsletter ofthe American Society of

microbial activity in pastures that are

Microbiology. In his paper. Peter shows

being invaded by shrubs. He has re

that the guild of soil microbes is dis

cently been awarded $40,000 from the

tributed relatively uniformly in desert

National Science Foundation to further

grassland soils. but very heteroge

his comparative work on soil microbial

neously in adjacent shrublands. Peter's

processes at the Jornada and in Swe
den. @,

paper not only provides basic support
for the underlying hypothesis of desert-

Peter Herman

Page 4
Jornada LTER Program
The Phytotron
Duke University
Durham, NC 27706

Jornada Resu'lts Present
ed at ·Nairobi Meeting
ornada investigators were
()

O

.
paper at the international

asked to present a keynote

•

UNEP conference: Combating Global
twen~'

ne of the basic postulates of
the Jornada LTER research
program is that the im'asion

of desert grasslands by shrubs results in

Warming by Combating Land Degrada
tion. This meeting brought

Geostatistics
Work Appears, in
Ecology

a change in the spatial

spe

heterogenei~'

of

soil nutrients. The rcsulting "patches"

cialists from nine 'countries to Nairobi.

of nutrient-rich soil become favored

Kenya. for a week-long workshop in

sites for the regeneration and persis

September of last year.

tence of shrubs in the desertified land

Sean Connin presented the Jornada
results in a paper entitled "Dynamics of
Carbon Storage in Degraded Arid Land

scape.
The Jomada L TER Program is an NSF
funded project.

Environments." He reviewed changes
in thc total amount of carbon storcd in
vegetation and soils in the Jornada

The Jornada results were particu
larly relevant to the conference because
various scientists have suggested plant
ing slmlbs in arid lands as a means of

"Arid land crop manage
ment offers little
potential to mitigate
rising atmospheric CO 2
j

concentrations. "
-Sean Connin

sequestering carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere. But Connin and his
coworkers concluded thal"soil carbon
storage through halophyte production.
related energy costs. and landscape dis
turbance associated with culti\·ation in
dicate that arid land
---- crop management
offers little potential to mitigate rising

basin by comparing the carbon content
of present-day grasslands to that held in
shrubland ecosystems. Surprisingly.
there has been little oyerall change in
carbon storage during thc last 100
years.

atmospheric CO 2 concentrations."
The conference proceedings. with
this paper. will be published next year
b~'

the University of Arizona Press. @.

Con/rihu/ed bv Sean COl1nin. Dar/

I//ollih College

Jornada investigators William H.
Schlesinger. Janc A. Raikes. Anne E.
Hartley. and Anne F, Cross provide a
much-needed test of this hypothesis in
research reported in the March 19% is
sue of J:.·cologv. These researchers used
geostatistics to show the scale of soil
nutrient patches in adjacent grassland
and shntbland habitats in several areas
of the desert Southwest.
Their study examines nutrient dis
tributions at three sites in the LTER
network-the Central Plains grassland
(CPR). the Sevilleta (SEV). and the
Jornada (JRN)-as well as sites in the
M~iave

Desert of California and the

Great Basin Desert near Reno.
For sites located in New Mexico.
the team found that a non-esscnt13l
plant nutrient. chloride. is distributed
(Continued on page 3)

Friends of Jornada Symposium Set

Duke Grad Student
Awarded ESA Grant

r

Schlesinger, W.

fter our last issue went to
press. Jornada hails

G. Whitford. 19%. Effects of plant

the spatial pattern of soil nutrients in

learned that Adrienne

size on photosynthesis and weiter

desert ecosystems. Lcolog\' 77: 36-1-

Pilmanis. a graduate student in botany

relations in the desert shmb Prosopis

37-1-.

will make informal presentations about their latest research findings and their ideas

at Duke University. received a $ WOO

glandulosa (Fabaceae). American

for fllture summer stud\".

award from the Ecological Society of

Journal o/Botanv 83: 99-105.

O

he Annual "Friends of the Jornada" symposium "ill be held at New Mex
ico State University on

Ma~

23. 19%. This

~ear.

returning to its tradi

tional format. the symposium will feature a day-long slate of research

presentations by Jornada investigators and their students. followed by an evening
barbecue at the Headquarters of the USDA Jornada Experimental Range. Speakers

There is a registration fcc of $5.00. For further details. contact Kris Ha"stad
(Khavstad1iinmsu.edu) at the Jornada Experimented Range. @

O
..

The award was made from the

1

O

3797. wii + 50-1- pp.. dlus._ $70.00.

Sheets. K. Rand 1. tvl. H. Hendrich.

induction. l1"atel' Resources Research

5-1-.

the distribution of soil nutrients that

II serious desert ecologists
will want to own this long-

O
..

Havstad. W. L. Shupe. and L. W.

l.il'cstock Production Science -1-2: -1-5

Adrienne is examining changes in

awaited volume by Ray

Turner and his coworkers at the Desert

31: 2-1-01-2409.

Lab in Tucson. Many of the Sonoran
Thomas. P. M.. K. F Golly. R. A.

species are also found at the Jornada.

Virginia. and 1. W. Zyskind. 1995.

making the book essential for students

Cloning of nod gene regions from .,

of the Chihuahuan Desert as well.

Huenneke, L. F. and 1. R. Noble.

mesquite rhizobia and bradyrhi/.obia

faIr s NSF competition for cross-site studies. With nearly $20lUlOO of

mesquite in desert grass-lands at the

1995. Arid and semi-arid lands. pp.

and nucleotide

new funding from NSF. Jornada investigator David Lightfoot will extend

Jornada. She began her 'York in the

349-354. In V H. Hey,vood (cd.).

gene from mesquite rhizobia . . 1pplied

ogy and distribution. a range map com

G/ohal Biodiversitv Assessment.

and Environmental JI!icrohiology 61:

piled from herbarium specimens and

Cambridge University Press.

3-1-22-3-1-29

published sightings. and a graph show

his studies of the effects of small mammals on desertification by establishing a site

summer of 1995 and will visit the

for comparative studies in Mapimi. Mexico.

Jornada again this year. @

J

Dme is testing the hypothesis. first proposed by Jim Brown at the University of

Cambridge.

Geostatistics Work
Appears in Ecology

rodent exclusion at the Jornada and Sevilleta LTER sites. Similar study plots will
now be established in Mexico.

(Continued from page 1)

begin comparative stlldies of ant communities at the Central Plains. Sevilleta. and
Jornada LTER sites. John' s studies will examine the changes in ant community
structure that acconlpany changes in the spatial distribution.of soil resources in

Jornada Trails is a biannual publi

grassland and shrubland habitats. @

cation of the Jornada Long-Term

the Jornad31 Research Program with access to those data sets that are available for
public use.
The site also includes tlle text of the Jornada LTER annual report. staff
listings. and links to other LTER WWW sites. @

a cornucopia of ideas for field physio
logical studies to understand the con

im'ertebrates in desert grassland

trols on plant distribution. Looking at

Stories and story ideas are
welcome! Send them to:
Bill Schlesinger, Editor
The Phytotron
Duke University
Durham, NC 27708
Phone 919-660-7406
Fax 919-660-7425
Email: schlesin@acpub.duke.edu

to see how global climate change may

in shrublands. soil phosphoms shows

University of Arizona Press. Tucson.

In shmblands. the spatial distribution

impact vegetation in the desert South
west. @

l

I

Chloride

I

is less

e~treme

in the recently deserti

fied habitats of the Chihuahuan Desert
.than in the more arid Mojave Desert.
Surprisingly. patchy nutrient dis
tributions were found at the CPR as
well. but the scale of patchiness is fine

~

0)."
..,
I

.£.4

~."

to the size and distribution of shmbs.

The development of soil patchiness

I

Phosphate

i

of soil nitrogen is also strongly related

grained and apparently associated wiql
Copyediting, design, and layout
by Lisa M. Dellwo

these maps. it takes little imagination

McClaran and T. R Van Devender
(eds.). The Desert Grassland.

age size of creosotebush. (Sec figure.)

Science Foundation.

accessed at the following URLs:

The site featmesan up-to-date listing of the long-term data sets maintained by

functipn of altitude. These \\ill pro"ide

variability and functionClI roles of

randomly in all communities. whereas

tion that arc associated with the m'er

gram, sponsored by the National

http://tternet.edu/about/sites/09_jrn.htm

ing the distribution of each record as a

marked patches in its spatial distribu

Ecological Research (LTER) Pro

http://jornada.nmsu.edu

"ide a brief description of its field ecol

ecosystems. pp. 152-195. In M.

Separately. John Wiens of Colorado State University was awarded $200.00010

The Jornada LTER program now maintains a site on World Wide Web that can be

For each species. Turner et al. pro

of the nodD

G. l. Kerley 1995. Di,·ersity. spatial

grasses to recolonize former grClssland habitats. His work involves extensive areas of

Jornada LTER On the World Wide Web

~equence

Whitford, W. G .. G. S. Forbes. and

Ne\\ Mexico. that the exclusion of kangaroo rats from desert shrublands allows arid

Pa e 2

of Arizona Press. Tucson. 1-800--1-26

measurement using electromagnetic

feed value of onions for sheep.

Southwest.

L. Burgess. 1995. SonoJ"(Jn Desert
Plan/s: .In/:'-cological.Jtlas. University

Fredrickson. E. L.. R E Estell. K. M.
Murray. 1995. Potential toxicity and

support student research in the desert

Turner. R M.. 1 E. Bo\\ers. and Tom

accompany fires and the ill\'asion of

'\0

proposals il1\"olving the Jornada LTER site "ere successful in last

E. Hartley. and A F. Cross. '1996. On

1995 Noninvasive soil water content

America.
Society's Forrest Shreve Fund to

NSF Awards Grants for Two Cross-Site
Studies at Jornada LTER Site'

Sonoran Desert Plants

ti .. 1. A. Raikes. A.

de Soyza.
A. G.. A. C, Franco. R. A.
.
Virginia. J. F. Reynolds. and W~

I

Book Review

Recent Publlications from the Jornada
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Featured Investigators

Athol Abrahams of SUNY-Buffalo & His Team

O

causes increased erosion from the

his iSS.ue of.Jornada Trails
recogni/.es the research

"interriIr' areas. by decreasing resis

team of Athol D. Abra!lams

tance to overland flow. This erosion in

(SUNY- Buffalo). Tony Parsons (U.

creases the spatial heterogeneity of IIU

Keele, UK) and John Wainwright

trients in desert soils.

(King's College, London) as its fea

Last summer. Athol and his

tured investigators. Working together

coworkers performed a number of rain

for many years at the USDA's Walnut

fall simulation experiments at the Jor

Gulch research station in southeastern

nada. in which the nmoffwatefs were

Arizona, these workers are recent addi

collected for measurements of the loss

tions to the Jornada LTER team. They

of nitrogen. phosphorus and other soil

hope to extend their studies of runoff

nutrients from soils in grassland and

and sediment transport to a broad area

shrubland habitats.

of the desert Southwest.

The Jornada welcomes these pro

Athol and his coworkers are the

lific and talented scientists as co

authors of a late-1995 paper in Geo

im'estigators on its current LTER
grant. @.

lIJorphologl' that shows that the inva

sion of desert grasslands by shrubs

"

Athol Abrahams

Jornada LTER Program
The Phytotron
Duke University
Durham, NC 27708

Major Winter Dust Storm
Recorded at the Jornada

O

n 1995, Dale Gillette, a new

Jornada Researchers
Present Papers at the
ESA Annual Meeting

O

collaborator in the Jomada

4

research program, estab

lished a station to provide a long-term

variety of papers by L TER
researchers highlighted the
program at the annual mect

ing of the Ecological Society of Amer

record of wind erosion and dust trans

ica in Providence, Rhode Island, Au

port for the L TER program. It was just

gust 9-12, 1996. Especially significant

in time! On January 17, 1996, with

results were reported in a poster pre

winds gusting to 60 miles per hour, a

sented by Jim Reynolds and his col

major dust storm swept the Jomada

leagues, who used "rainouC shelters to

Basin. Total particle transport recorded

prevent either summer or winter rain

by Gillette's instruments was nearly
25,000 glcm during the dust storm,

compared to rates of only 100 glcm in
more normal conditions (sec figure,
page 3).

Much of the material
captured in dunes may
arrive during periods of
high wind velocity.

The Jomada L TER Program is an NSF
funded project

Swap (U. Va.) in the western Sahara
desert show that much of the dust
transport over the Atlantic ocean oc
curs in episodic events. Similarly, the
January 17 event at the Jornada was as
sociated with an unusual southward
dipping cold front over most the west
ern U.S. Episodes of dust transport,
such as that secn at the Jornada, will be

The transport of wind-borne mate
rial from arid regions is the subject of
several recent papers that attempt to in

challenging to incorporate into long
term models of global climate.
These episodes of soil transport are

corporate the effects of suspended dust

also important for understanding the

in general circulation models of global

dynamics of shrub ecosystems in the

warming. Dust over barren land sur

Jomada basin. The invasion of

faces typicaUy has a warming effect on

mesquite is associated with the devel

the atmosphere, while over oceans the

opment of large dunes around the base

reverse is true. Recent studies by Robert

(Continued on page 3)

from entering the soil profile around
shrubs and then monitored shrub
growth for several years. They found
that despite the large proportion of total
annual rain that falls during large sum
mer thundershowers, it is the recharge
of the soil profJJe by the smaller winter
rains that is most significant to shrub
growth.
Greater shrub growth during
multi-year periods of unusually high
winter rainfall is also seen in southeast
ern Arizona. where Jim Brown and his
colleagues have examined changes in
vegetation cover for the last several
decades. In a mirror image to these re
cent findings. about a decade ago Ron
Neilsen, then a postdoctoral associate
with the Jornada LTER, found that the
recruitment of black grama grass de
(Continued on page 3)

r
Recent Publications from the Jornada
Floyd, T. 1996. Top-down impacts on
creosotebush herbivores in a spatially
and temporally complex environment.

Feology 77: 1544-1555.

Grande rift, USA. Sedimentary
Geology 103: 1-8.
Phinn, S., 1. Franklin, A. Hope, D.
Stow, and L. F. Huenneke. 1996.

King. D. W., R. E. Estell. E. L.

Biomass distribution mapping using

Fredrickson. K. M. Havstad. 1. D.

airborne digital video imagery and

Wallace, and L. W. Murray. 1996.

spatial statistics in a semi-arid

Effects of 1'10urensia eernua ingestion

environment. Journal of

on intake, digesta kinetics, and ruminal

Environmental Alanagement 47:
139-164.

fermentation of sheep consuming
tobosa. Journal ofRange Afanagement
44: 325-330.
King, D.

w., E. L. Fredrickson. R

E.

New Mexico
Biodiversity
Report Available

Reynolds, J. F., R. A. Virginia,

O

The JORNEX Project

Quantifying Hydrological Dynamics in the Jornada Basin

r

ncreasing public interest in

O

cientists from ten locations,

near-infrared) video images recorded

albedo, absorbed photosynthetically

including five USDNARS

digitally from a fixed wing aircraft at

active radiation, and evaporation. The

research units and the

300, 750 and 1500 m altitude. A

aim is to develop simulation models
that capture the essential physical

the decline of biological

Staring Centre in Wageningen. The

thermal infrared radiometer and a 4

diversity in New Mexico

Netherlands, arc working together to

band (corresponding to the first 4

led the New Mexico Academy of

quanti(y the dynamics of land surface

bands of the Landsat Thematic

Sciences to devote its 1996 volume of

hydrology and energy balance in the

Mapper) radiometer were used to make

The New Mexico Journal of....c ienee to

desert rangeland in the Jornada Basin.

radiance measurements at 125 and 300

a general assessment of biodiversity in

These studies are integrating different

m, and a laser altimeter collected

the state.

types of remote sensing data and

imagery at 125 and 300 m. Ground

The special issue, entitled "New

detailed micrometoorological and

data included vegetation cover, spectral

and W. H. Schlesinger. 1996.

Mexico's Natural Heritage," was

vegetation data to quanti(y moisture

reflectance, composition and height

Defining functional types for models

edited by Jornada LTER investigator

and energy fluxes over a 4000-ha area

leaf-area indices: and surface energy

Estell, K. M. Havstad, 1. D. Wallace,

of desertification. pp. 194-215. In T.

Laura Huenneke. and it contains

and L. W. Murray. 1996. Effect of

M. Smith. H. H. Shugart and F. I.

chapters discussing the diversity of

Flourensia cernua ingestion on

Woodward (eds.). Plant Functional

important taxonomic groups and

nitrogen balance of sheep consuming

l:vpes. Cambridge University Press.

environmental change in New

conducted during the summer

coordinated with Landsat overpasses in

Mexico's important ecosystems.

growing seasons and dormant winter

February. May. and September.

There are also detailed case

periods in 1995 and 1996. Airborne

tobosa. Journal ofRange Management
49: 331-335.

Schlesinger, W. H. and N
Gramenopoulos. 1996. Archival

Mack, G. H., W. C. McIntosh, M. R

photographs show no climate-induced

Leeder, and H. C. Monger. 1996.

changes in woody vegetation in the

Plio-Pleistocene pumice floods in the

Sudan. 1943--1994. Global Chamze

ancestral Rio Grande. southern Rio

Biology 2: 137-141.

where desert grasslands degrade into

fluxes (using Bowen ratio and eddy

mesquite dunelands.

correlation techniques). The intensive

Five intensive campaigns were

distributed information on important

several rare plant and animal specIes

spectral (visible yellow-green, red and

variables such as surface soil moisture.

captured in the dunes may arrive dur

Academy's annual symposium in

ing short periods of high wind velocity.

Albuquerque in November. and it will

particularly during periods of drought.

be distributed to educational

Jornada Trails also appears on the World Wide Web at
http://jornada.nmsu.edu
or
http://ltemet.edu/aboutisites/09~rn.htm

Copyed/ting, design, and layout by Lisa M. Dellwo
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NOAA's Fluid Modeling Facility in

Individuals who wish to purchase

State University. Las Cruces. NM
88003
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toring wind erosion is located in a cen
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Francisco.
This project has been funded by the
USDNARS Global Change research

campaigns planned for the Sevilleta
and Central Plains LTER sites. @

Contributed by Kris flavstad.
lJ.\'J)/JIARS, Jornada Experimental
Range

1
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wind-erosion studies to the Jornada

LTER program. His station for moni

International Airborne Remote Sensing
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mnwtol

olina. brings his career-long expertise
In
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r

Research Triangle Park, North Car

a copy should send $10.00 to the

reported in June at the Second

project to a cross-site comparison with

i

" '-.

GilleUe, who is a member of the

institutions throughout the state.

Department of Biology. New Mexico

.....

(Continued from page 1)

The Journal will be released at the

landscape. Preliminary data were

received for 1997-98 to expand the

Winter Dust Storm
of these shrubs. Much of the material

processes of energy and carbon
balances for this heterogencous

program. Additional funds have been

and chapters describing the activities

species persistence.

Bill Schlesinger, Editor
Jornada Trails
The Phytotron, Duke University
Durham, NC 27708
Phone 919-660-7406; Fax 919-660-7425
Email: schlesin@acpub.duke.edu

These data arc providing spatially

data included threc-camera multi

of governmental and nonprofit

-Kris Havstad

Conference and Exposition in San

histories of conservation efforts for

conservation agencies to promote

Jornada Trails is a biannual publication of the Jornada Long-Term
Ecological Research (LTER) Program, sponsored by the National
Science Foundation. Stories and story ideas are welcome! Send
them to:

airborne and ground campaigns were

'''We need to understand
how deserts process
solar energy to under
stand desertification."

ESA Annual Meeting

I

(Continued from page 1)

c1ined significantly when summer rains
Dust tTanspon in the Jornada Basin
during 1995 and 1996

failed to materialize for several years.
Based on the results of these various

Contributed by Laura F. Iluenneke,

tral position in the Jornada basin. It in

means of tracing the origin of wind

Department ofBiology. New Mexico

studies. it will be important to examine

cludes several meteorological towers.

borne materials and their contributions

State Universi(I'

the historical monthly records of rain

with instruments to record wind

to soils in the region. His efforts wiJJ

fall at the Jornada to calculate the an

speeds, wind direction, and particle

provide a valuable long-ternl dataset

nual growth of grasses and shrubs in

saltation. Collections of captured dusts

for wind erosion at the Jornada LTER

computer simulation models of vegeta

will be analyzed for mineralob'Y as a

site. @

tion changes in the basin. @
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Featured Investigator

Curtis Monger of NMSU's Agronomy Dept.

O

his issue ofJornada Trails

Jornada Basin. Alluvial soils at the foot

recognizes the contributions

of Mt. Summerford are Holocene, with

of Dr. Curtis Monger to the

Grande Valley near Las Cruces.
Curtis has just received $79,865

radiocarbon ages of

from the USDA Competi

Jornada LTER program. Curtis is an

about :HlOO years before

tive Grants program to

associate professor of pedology in the

present. In contrast. in

supplement his efforts in

Department of Agronomy at New Mex

the central basin, an

the LTER program.

ico State University. Over the past ten

cient floodplain deposits

Specifically, he will ex

years he has maintained an active pro

left by the Rio Grande

amine the dynamics of

gram of research to understand the ori

date to 1.6 million years

gin and development of arid land soils

ago, based on argon iso

.. }.I

grassland ecosystems dur

in southern New Mexico. Recently,

tope analysis. Working

.::.:

working with a graduate student, Ar

with Greg Mack and

ing the Holocene by examining the 8 13C signa

-.-.: .:'::::::~::.

Curtis Monger

ture left in soil carbon-

nuJfo Rojas, Curtis provided a detailed

others, Curtis recently

soil map for the alluvial slopes of Mt.

produced a short classroom vidco

The Jornada LTER team is certainly

Summerford, encompassing the area of

-aimed at an advanced high school or

pleased to have the expertise and pro

the original LTER transects.

early college audiencc-describing the

ductive collegiality of Curtis Monger as

varied gcologic history of the entire Rio

part of its program. @.

Curtis's work shows an enormous

ates of the Jornada basin.

diversity of soils and landscapes in the

Page 4
Jornada LTER Program
The Phytotron
Duke University
Durham, NC 27708

Where Are They Now?

O

ince 1991 the Jomada has
been host to a large number
of undergraduate students

who have conducted field investigations

Reynolds Receives
Two Grants to Foster
International
Comparisons to the
Jornada LTER

as part of the Research Experience for

ames F. Reynolds (Duke

Undergraduates (REU) program spon

University) has recently re

sored by the National Science Founda

()

tion.

research findings at the Jomada to

ceived two grants to compare

Their projccts have ranged from

other, similar desert sites around the

studies of the seed bank of desert annu

world.

als to examinations of runofT and ero
sion from desert soils. Several students
working with P('l('r H~T"JT'an

The Jomada L TER Program ;s an NSF
funded project

or New

Mexico State University have been
coauthors of one or more papers pub
lished in Applied and Fnv;ronmenlal

MicrohioloKY that describe aspects of
microbial ecology in Chihuahuan desert

Jornada trails polled the students'
advisors to ask what has become of the
students in ollr REU program, and the
•

employment--all in some aspect of
science or engineering.
•

Three arc still in school.

•

Five have an unknown fate.
We believe that NSF should be en

couraged that more one-third of our

four universities around the U.S.. and

aspect of environmental science.

the Jornada.

(Continued on page 2)

Five have pursued other degrees or

REU students have continued in some

they have worked with eleven dilTerent

Dimensions of Global Change to allow

Seven students now pursue gradu
ate degrces or carcers in environ

twenty REU students have come from

advisors during their field seasons at

]ntegratcd Studies of the Human

mental science.
•

Over the six-year period. a total of

the Carnegie Mellon Center for

responses arc gratifying:

soils.

An examination of the
fate of 20 REU students
trained at the Jornada
from 1991 to 1996

Reynolds received $105.000 from

Beginning in 19%. an additional
REU program. cooperative between
(Continued on page 2)

REU Students of the Jomada. 1991-1996

Book Review

July 10, 1997

Friends of the Jornada Symposium

4)
:

Recent Publications from the Jornada

Where Are They Now?
(Continued from page 1)

Anderson, D. M., R. E. Estell, K. M.

held at New Mexico State University on Thursday, July 10, 1997. A full

Howard University in Washington D.C.

Havstad, W. L. Shupe, R. Libcau

1996. Ecosystem function of

day of informal research presentations will be followed by an evening

and New Mexico State University, be

and L. W. Murray. 1996. Differences

biodiversity in arid ecosystems.

in ewe and wether behavior when

128. In H. A. Mooney, J.H. Cushman,

bonded to eattle. Applied Animal

E. Medina, 0. E. Sala and E.-D.

Eco~ystem,

Behavior Science 47: 201- 209.

Schulze (eds.). Functional Roies of

P. W. Rundcl and A. C. Gibson.

Biodiversity: A Glohal Perspective.

Cambridge, 386 pp., iIIus., $100

e sure to register for the annual Friends of the Jornada Symposium to be

barbcque at the USDA Headquarters Ranch.
This is the Seventh Annual Symposium, and we expect that it will continue to

gan with the goal of bringing ethnically
and culturally diverse students to the

provide a lively exchange of ideas and data on the Chihuahuan desert environment.

field environment of the Chihuahuan

Optional field trips to visit individual research sites are available on the following

desert. After a few weeks at the Jor

day.

nada, all students travel to Washington,
For information contact: Kris Havstad, USDNARS Jornada Experimental

Range, Box 3JER., New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, N.M., 88003 @.

D.C., to see how government agencies
determine our country's environmental

I

Anderson, D. M., P. Nachman, R. E.
Estell, T. Ruekgauer, K. M.

r

policy.
Also funded by the National Sci

August 9, 1997

ence Foundation, this REU program

Pre-ESA Jornada Field Trip

enrolled nine students in 1996, and a

o

similar number is expected in the com

...

Huenneke, L. F. and I. R. Noble.

pp. 99

E'.cological Communities and
Processes in the Mojave Desert
Rock Valley, Nevada. by

John Wilev and Sons, New York.

4ll

undel and Gibson provide a

Havstad, E. L. Fredrickson and L. W.

Kemp, P. R., J. F. Reynolds, Y.

Murray. 1996. The potential oflaser

Pachepsky, and J-L. Chen. 1997. A

induced fluorescence (LIF) spectra of

comparative modeling study of soil

shecp feces to determine diet botanic

water dynamics in a desert ecosystem.

Mojave Desert. Separate chapters deal

Water Resources Research 33: 73-90.

with perennial and annual plants, and

composition. Small Ruminant

~

broad overview of plant and
animal ecology in the

with mammals, reptiles, birds,

Research 21: 1-10.

Li, H. and J. F. Reynolds. 1997.

arthropods and soil organisms.

Fredrickson, E. L.. J R. Barrow, J E.

Modeling effects of spatial pattern,

Adaptations of Mojave Desert plants

Society will Sponsor a field tour of USDA and LTER research at the

Herrick, K. M. Havstad, and B.

drought, and grazing on rates of

and animals arc treated atlcngth, and

Jornada. The trip will be held Saturday, August 9, 1997-one day before

Longland. 1996. Low cost seeding

rangeland degradation: A combined

nitrogen cycling also receives e~1ended

practices for desert environments.

Markov and cellular automaton

s part of the Annual Meeting of the Ecological Society of America, the

formal registration for the ESA meeting in Albuquerque. Among various studies.

ing year. @.

Reynolds

participants will sec how the l TER provides long-tenn rec.ordc; of net primary

(CC'!/!!rpued from paga 1)

I?esforation nnd A.(rmo?ement Nntp....

approach Pp

productivity, grazing impact wind erosion and dust deposition.

comparative, modeling studies of semi

14: 72-73.

Quattrochi and M. F. Goodchild (cds.).

If you arc interested in participating, please consullthe April 1997 issue ofthe
!Julletin v(the

i~'c()loglcal .S'ociety

oj'/lmerica for details of registration and

logistics. @.

arid ecosystems in the Karoo of South

Fredrickson, E. L., R. E. Estell, K. M.

Africa, in the arid rangelands of Aus

Havstad, T. Ksiksi, J Van Tot. and

tralia, in the Monte scrublands in
Argentina, and in the grasslands at the
Jomada.

Jomada Trails is a biannual publication of the Jornada Long-Tenn

search. The IAl grant will support a

rubidum tracers to characterize

Ecological Research (LTER) Program, sponsored by the National
Science Foundation. Stories and story ideas are welcome! Send
them to:

graduate student at Duke who will

nutrient uptake patterns in

develop a quantitative estimate of

creosotebush and mesquite.

changes in the water balance of

Southwestern Naturalist 41: 239-247.

of biodiversity, this research will focus
on whether cattle selectively feed on

Jomada Trails also appears on the World Wide Web at

species with higher realized growth

http://jornada.nmsu.edu

rates and therefore greater uptake and

or

http://ltemet.edu/about/sites/09~rn.htm

Copyediting, design, and layout by Lisa M. Dellwo

transpiration of soil water. @.

Test Site. Rock Valley was chosen as a
validation site under the International
Biological Program (lBP), and the

Menenti, W. G. M. Bastiaanssen. and

authors argue that it is one of the best

H. Pelgrum. 1996. JORNEX: An

studied warm desert sites in the world.

airborne campaign to

quanti~v

A colleague loaned me the book

rangeland vegetation change and plant

for perusal one afternoon. and I found

community-atmospheric interactions.

it hard to pot down that evening. The

Huenneke, L. F. 1997. Outlook for

pp.

geologist the biologist. the ccologist

plant invasions: Interactions with

Second international Airhorne Remote

and the soil scientist will all find much

.')'ensing Conference and Jo:xposition.

fascinating information in these

San Francisco, Ca.

pages-but be prepared for the hefty

other agents of global change.

!,.

data on which the book relies were
at Rock Valley, located in the Nevada

Virginia. 1996. Using strontium and

With an eye to\vard the importance

P. Kustas.

While generally applicable to
much of the Mojave Desert, the main

K. M. Havstad, B. Nolan, J H.
Prueger, J H. Everitt. M. R. Davis, F.
R Schiebe. J D. Ross, K. S. Humes,
L. E. Hipp, K. Ramalingam, M.

(~l

stitute (lAI) for Global Change Re

sertification.

c., A. Rango, W.

Mojave Desert ecosystems.

collcctcd over many years from studies

Ho, M., R. E. Roisman, and R. A.

The Phytotron, Duke University
Durham, NC 27708
Phone 919-660-7406; Fax 919-660-7425
Email: schlesin@acpub.duke.edu

Lewis Publishers, Boca Raton, Florida.

or h'Jlnan impacis on

T. J Schmugge, K. Brubaker, X. Zhan,

awards from the Inter-American In

Jomada Trails

...,'cale in Remote ...,'ensing and GIS.

treatment. The book concludes with a
di~ul>l>iOil

ruminant digestion on germination of
Range Management 50: 20-26.

rangelands that have experienced de

11-210 In D

Richie, J

$85,000 as part ofthe initial set of

Bill Schlesinger, Editor

ry

M. D. Remmenga. 1996. Effects of
Lehmann lovegrass seed. Journal

Separately, Reynolds received

Pa e 2

A Valuable Addition
to the Desert
Ecologist's Library

pp.

95

103. In J O. Luken and J. W. Thieret
(eds.). Assessment and Management
oJPlant invasions. Springcr-Verlag,

New York.

54-66. In The Proceedings (?lthe

price tag. @.
Peter K.

IIa.U:

Division (?/Earth

Sciences. The Nicholas School ofthe
i~"'vironment,

Duke

lJniversi~V
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Featured Investigator

and Utah State (Ph.D.) Universities,

driving foree behind our recent large

Kris has focused his research on the

scale replicated experiments to exam

Kris Havstad

diet selection of rangeland animals. A

ine the effects of intense cattle gr37jng

variety of his papers have shown how

at different seasons on the eeology of

()

ornada Trails is pleased to

animals learn and respond to

the grass-shrub transition in

recognize Kris Havstad as

the differences in plant tissue

New Mexico. He has also

its featured investigator. M

ehemistry that determine food

worked closely with the effort

riving in Las Cruces from Montana

by the U.S. National Academy

preferences.
At Montana State, Kris

of Science to "rescue" certain

sition of Supervisory Range Scientist

worked on methods for con

early data gathered at the JO£

for the USDA's 78,O()()-ha Jomada Ex

trolling noxious weeds using

nada and stored field notes

perimental Range in 1988. He immedi

livestock rather than costly

ately fostered a productive collabora

herbicides. Before leaving

tion with the LTER program that has

Montana, Kris had been promoted to

nourished for the last decade. All who

Associate Professor, also receiving

tury represent the essence of long-term

visit the Jomada appreciate his keen in

MSU's Award of Excellence and the

ecological research.

sight into the natural history of the

citation "Range-man of the Year" from

desert and his quiet humor on the daily

the Montana Association of Conserva

standing Achievement Award given by

activities associated with callie ranch

tion Districts.

the Society for Range Management

State University, Kris assumed the po

Kris Havstad

Kris is a rich source of ideas that

ing
Trained in range science at Oregon
State (B.S.), New Mexico State (M.S.)

that were beginning to deterio
rate. These priceless records of

vegetation cover from early in the cen

Recognized in 1995 by the Out

Kris Havstad has been an outstanding

he shares in cooperative researeh with

and crucial addition to the LTER pro

USDA and LTER personnel. He is the

gram at the Jomada. @,

Jornada LTER Program
The Phytotron
Duke University
Durham, NC 27708
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Agriculture and Home Economics
eDanment of Animal &: Range Sciences
3, Dept. 31 I Las Cruces, NM 88003
(50S) 646-2514

Early hunting and gathenng socteties, part of the Jornada Mogollon culture,
first roomed this area. Later, various Apache tribes made these lands their
home. An eight-mile stretch of the Camino Real, the route established by the
Spanish between Chihuahua, Mexico and Santa Fe, crossed the northern
part of the Center. In 1887, the first Homestead was filed with the U.S.
government for property now included in the Center.
Several ranchers owned various portions of the land now constituting the
Center, but in 1925 Max Vanderstucken, who then owned the lund, was
faang foreclosure and spoke to J. L. Lantow, heud of the animal husbandry
department at New Mexico A&M. He recommended the College buy his
ranch, and in February 1926 the College acqUired his land, with graZing
rights on adjoining public lands. In 1927, Congress granted the public lands
to the College for research purposes. The last parcel was acqUired in 1984
through a "land swap" between the federal government and the State of
New Mexico.

o

Fences

The Center is located in Dona Ana County, New Mexico, at the southern end
of the Jomada Plain. Now divided by Interstate 25, the Center encompasses
almost 100 square miles, with one-fourth of the land west of the interstate.

WILDLIFE POPULATIONS on the Center are rich and varied. Among the
larger mammals are mule deer, pronghorn antelope, gemsbok, bobcat,
coyote, badger, and fox. Mountain lions have been sighted. There are also
many rabbIt and rodent species. Several bird species migrate through the
areo, but a large number also live and nest on the rangeland. Species such
as roadrunners, hawks, and occasionally golden eagles are seen on the
Center. Numerous lizard and snake species also inhabit these lands.

o
o

Early studies mcluded inventorying plants, brush control, and attempts at
reseeding to improve forage conditions. Early livestock studies focused on
supplemental feeding during drought, as well as practices to improve herd
management.

LAND on the Center varies Widely, with elevations from 4,000 ft on the
Rio Grande flood plain on the west side to 5.840 ft at the top of Summer
ford Mountain in the Dona Ana Mountains on the east side. The nearly
level plains of the north and central parts of the Centrer are on the
Jomada del Muerto basin, with several small playa areas where water
collects after rainfall. Soils runge from sandy loams to clays overlying
caliche hardpan.
Several VEGETATION TYPES occur on the center. Creosotebush dominates
the upper slopes of the mountains and the hills along the river At lower
elevations, the creosotebush type grades into the mesquite type that grows
on sandier soils, and into the tarbush type on heavier sofls. The plains area,
once dominated by black gTOma, today has been invaded by mesqUite. These
mesqUite stands are interspersed with snakeweed and many species of
grasses and forbs.

Roads
Wells

Current research efforts include
• Evaluating continuous and seasonal graZing strategies at different
intensities to determine effects on livestock performance as well as plant
cover and composition.
• Evaluating performance of breeds of cattle in relation to quality and
quantity of forage In a hot, arid environment.
Determining whether Angora and Spanish goats can affect shrub dominance.
Determining the mfluence of range conditions on wildlife populations
Autecology of plant species.

l

Assessing competition and other interactions between common plant
species.
Ascertaining the role of small herbivores in a desert environment.
In addition to research conducted by the Department of Animal and Range
Sciences, faculty and graduate students from other NMSU departments are
conductmg research on the Center. Currently much of the research is in
conjunction with the Long Term Ecological Research program, which is part
of a nationwide program funded by the Notional Science Foundation.
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PRECIPITATION

A rich heritage: Looking south toward the Dolia Ana Mountains, ca. 1940. The
dark area at the base of the mountains was dominated by shrubs.

1

The Jornada
Experimental Range
Las Cruces, New Mexico
\

A Laboratory Without Walls
Agricultural

Researcb
Service

Agricultural Research Service
The Agricultural Research Service (ARS) is the primary research agency of
the U.S. Depanment of Agriculture. Research programs are planned and
carried out in light of national priorities with the cooperation and advice of
Congress, U.S. industry, state agricultural experiment stations and
universities, USDA action agencies, and other organizations and institutions
interested in the future of U.S. agriculture.

The Jomada
Experimental Range
Las Cruces, New Mexico

ARS mission is 10:
Develop new knowledge and technology needed to solve technical agricultural
problems of broad scope and high national priority in order to ensure adequate
production of high quality food, fiber, and other agricultural products to meet
lbe institutional needs of the American consumer, to sustain a viable food and
agricultural economy, and to maintain a quality environment and natural
resource base.
ARS conducts research on animal and plant production; protection of animals
and plants from diseases; use and improvement of soil, water, and air
resources; processing. storage, and food safety; and human nutrition.

Location
The Jornada Experimental Range is located 23 miles (37 kilometers) north of
Las Cruces. Most of the Experimental Range is on the Jomada del Muerto
Plain, which lies between the Rio Grande Valley on the west and the San
Andres Mountains on the east. The crest of the San Andres Mountains roughly
coincides with the eastern boundary of the Range.

At present, ARS has over 100 locations strategically located across major fann
and rangeland ecosystems and climate zones of the United States.
Consequently, ARS has the ability to bring research expertise to bear on the
same national problems in several different geographic locations.

Jomada Experimemal Range mission is 10:
Develop new knOWledge of ecosystem processes as a bases for management
and remediation of desert rangelands.
The Jornada Experimental Range has the largest acreage of any ARS field
station. It is located in the Southern Plains Area, a subunit of ARS, that is
headquartered at College Stauon, Texas.
Visitors and Information
Visitors are most welcome at the Jomada Experimental Range. For
information or tours, contact:
Research Leader, ARS-USDA
Jornada Experimental Range
Box 30003, NMSU, Dept. 3JER
Las Cruces, NM 88003-0003
Telephone: (505) 646-4842
Fax. (505) 646-5889
Email: vgamboa@nmsu.edu

1

Historical HighUghts
1598

Don Juan de Onate followed the Rio Grande northward during his
conquest and settlement of New Mexico. During the next three
centuries, the Jornada del Muerto (Journey of Death) Plain was
traversed by mission supply caravans, the Santa Fe-Chihuahuan trade
caravans and, fInally, stagecoach lines. This trail is still visible a few
miles west of the Jornada Experim.ental Range.

1971

Research and grazing use reinstated on part of the Army-controlled
portion of the Jornada Experimental Range.

1977

Selected as a Biosphere Reserve by UNESCO's Man and the
Biosphere Program. Also, designated as an Ecological Reserve by
The Institute of Ecology.

1983

Domestic sheep introduced on the Jornada Experimental Range.

1984

Cooperative rancher arrangement discontinued, and all livestock
purchased and managed by Experimental Range staff as property of
the State of New Mexico.

1858

First land survey of the area which later formed the Jornada
Experimental Range, with records made of soils and vegetation.

1880

Beginning of a decade during which ranches were established at
springs in the San Andres Mountains.

1989

Included as one of eighteen sites of the National Science Foundation's
network for long-term ecological research in the United States.

C.T. Turney, a rancher, settled at site of present-day Jomada
Headquarters and gained control of water sources in the area.

1994

Cooperative agreement (labeled the Ecosystem Stewardship Project)
established with Beck Land and Cattle Company to manage livestock
production in Pastures lA and IB within a holistic framework.

1901

1904

E.O. Wooton, visionary botanist with the New Mexico College of
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, started cooperative range
investigations with C.T. Turney and other ranchers in southern New
Mexico.

1912

gely through the efforts of Wooton, the Public Domain lands
comprising the C. T. Turney ranch were set aside by Presidential
Executive Order as the Jornada Range Reserve, administered under
Wooton's direction by the Bureau of Plant Industry within the USDA.
Turney remained as the first of a continuing succession of cooperating
ranchers.

1915

Jomada Range Reserve was transferred from the Bureau of Plant
Industry to the U.S. Forest Service.

1927

10mada Range Reserve renamed Jornada Experimental Range.

1945

U.S. Army leased mountain portiOD of Jomada as a buffer zone for
White Sands Missile Range.

1953

Additional area leased by Army.

1954

Jornada Experimental Range transferred from the Forest Service to
the Agricultural Research Service (ARS).
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Present Research Activities
Our research emphasis on rangeland management continues the original focus
of the Jomada Experimental Range that began in 1912 (see page 20), but with
an increased emphasis on understanding basic ecological processes in desert.
environments. Our core research program has four principle objectives:

1. Determine effects of stressors upo" ecosystem processes. Understanding
impacts of various stressors or perturbations, including human activities, is
crucial to development of appropriate management practices. We want to
identify indicators that can be incorporated into 'technologies to monitor and
assess resource conditions. This research is being conducted in cooperation
with scientists and staff of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as part
of their Environmental Monitoring and Assessment Program (EMAP).

2. Develop new knowledge to enhance survival and dispersal of native plants
used for remediation of degraded rangeland. Plants in arid environments are
chalJenged in acquiring sufficient water and nutrients for growth. Traditional
methods for revegetation are generally economically and ecologically
unsuccessful In this harsh environment. We want to develop affordable
technologies for remediation that utilize natural processes to promote plant
dispersal, establishment. and reproduction. Basic ecological processes that
enhance plant survival by supplying essential nutrients and water during
stressful oeriods are also studied.

3. Identify chemical aJtributes Of shrubs which contribute to their landscape
dominance. Plants, inclUding shrubs such as creosotebush and tarbush,
maintain chemical-based defenses which provide substantial competitive
advantages in desert environments. We are examining the chemical basis of
plant-animal and plant-environment interactions to leam how to manage arid
rangelands either dominated by or with an increasing presence of these plants.
In addition, we are looking for chemical components which may have value for
medicinal or industrial uses.

Collaborative Research
To fully utilize the scientific resources of the Jomada Experimental Range our
research program is built on strong collaborations with other agencies and
institutions with interest in the use and mangement of desert rangelands. A
key example is our formal arrangement with EPA's Las Vegas, NV,
laboratory to house scientists and staff for our cooperative research on
environmental monitoring.
Our central collaboration is with the Long-Term Ecological Research (LTER)
program of the National Science Foundation. The Jornada Ex.perimental
Range is one of eighteen siles that compnse the LTER national network. At
the Jomada Experimental Range scientists from New Mexico State University,
Duke University, Dartmouth, the State University of New York at Buffalo,
and other agencies are conducting research on nutrient cycling, effects of
consumers, animal population dynamics. and other processes related to
desertification.. This network is a collaboration among over 600 scientists and
students from throughout the United Slales.
Our program compliments and enhances research activities at New Mexico
State University, and we directly collaborate with faculty in the Agricultural
Experiment Station, the College of Arts and Sciences. and the Physical
Sciences Laboratory. These scientific activities span from identification
of nutritional requirements of heifer cal yes to application of unique
technologies for monitoring rangelands Numerous other collaborators on
srudies of ecological processes in deserts include the U.S. Geological Survey,
the Technology Engineering Center of the Corps of Engineers, the National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Association, the University of New Mexico,
the Oregon Graduate Institute, the Nauonal Park Service, and the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service.

4. CreaJe innovative methods thal manipulo.te litlestock foraging and
associated behaviors. Domestic livestock learn to forage. However,
manipulating principles of social organization have been applied in only a
limited fashion to livestock production systems. Our research focuses on
developing practical technologies to manipulate animals based on principles
governing group and individual behavior. Our goal is to affect anim
distribution to more effectively manipulate forage utilization under extensive
rangeland conditions.
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Area

In 1912, 193,394 acres (78,266 hectares) were withdrawn from the Public
Domain for the Jornada Experimental Range. A smaller acreage is included
within the presem fenced boundanes. Thirty-five pastures and two large
exclosures totaling 105,238 acres (42,621 hectares) encompass most of the
relatively level plains. These pastures are the site of most past and current
research. An additional area (Pastures 19. 20A & 20B. 21, the Gravelly
Ridges Exc10sure and the Mountain Pasture) is managed under a Memorandum
of Understanding with the White Sands Missile Range. Area in individu
pastures is as follows:

JORNADA EXPERIMENTAL RANGE
PASTURES

Pasture No.
1A
18

2N
25
3
4A

4B

19

5A
5B

2N
Mountain
Pasture

6

7A
78

7C

7D
8A

28

8B
8C
9
lOA
lOB

20A

IOC

I

I

~

J

~

n,iI"

1,103
648
469
823

14A
14B
15
16
17
18

19
20A

20B
21

6

741
673
217
2,723
1,232
1,480
3.093
804

liD

13

III

5,179

2.354
459

12A
12B

E - Larlle e~clO!Il~ buSt In 1930's

11,863
8,346
9,591
1,384
5,473
2,151
1,452
182
5,084

lIA
lIB

lIe

~N

eres
7,970

22
Mountain Paslllre
Dona Ana Exclosure
GraveUy Ridges Bxclosurc
Natural Revegetation Exclosure

5.992
10.905
1,012
1,067
326
4,483
U51

730
2,547
24,277
10.528

3,439
828
251
41.193

640
640
640

Hectares
3.226
4.802

3,378
3.882
560
2,215

870
587
73
2,058
2.096

300
272

87
1,102

498
599
1.252
325
446
262

953
185

189
333
2,425
4,414
409
431
131
1.814
46.~

295
1,031
9,828
4.262
1,388

335
101
16,671

259
259

259
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Climate
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Mean maximum ambient temperature is highest in June when it averages
97°F(36°C); temperature is lowest in January when the mean maximum is
56°P(l3.3°C). The effective growing season, when both precipitation and
temperature are favorable, is normally July through September.
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There are two precipitation peaks: summer rains occur primarily in July,
August, and September; whereas, winter precipitation occurs from December
to February. Winter frontal storms originate over the Pacific Ocean and are
characterized by gentle, low-intensity precipitation that covers wide areas and
may last for several days. Summer precipitation originates in the Gulf of
Mexico and occurs as intense, convective thunderstorms that are highly
localized and of short duration.
Rainfall records exist for the Jornada Experimental Range headquarters since
1915 and at other locations on the Range for equal or shorter timespans. Mean
annual precipitation is 9.72 inches (247 rom) with 53 percent of the annual
rainfall occurring between July 1 and September 30. Droughts, or periods of
low rainfall that seriously injure vegetation, are a recurrent climatic
phenomenon. Severe droughts occurred in 1916-18, 1921-26, 1934, and 1951
57. The 1951-57 drought is believed (0 be the most severe in the past 350
years.
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The Jornada Experimental Range lies within the Chihuahuan Desert, the
largest desert in North America. The climate is typical of semidesert
grassland, the most arid of the North American grassland regions. There is an
abundance of sunshine, a wideTange between day and night temperatures, low
relative humidity, and extremely variable precipitation.
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Geology and Soils
Elevations range from 4,200 feet (l,26O meters) on the plains to 8,500 feet
(2,833 meters) in the mountains. The San Andres Mountains were formed
from a west-dipping fault block and have moderate to steep slopes on the west
and precipitous slopes on the east. Rocks in the mountains were derived from
marine sediments deposited during the Paleozoic.

JORHADA EXPERIMENTAL RANGE
GENERALIZEO SOILS MAP

Materials deposited by the ancestral Rio Grande and washed' in from the
surrounding mountains have formed the Jomada Plain, which occupies the
level-to-gently-undu)ating floor of the intermountain basin. The basin is closed,
with no external drainage, and water occasionally coUcets in the scattered low
spots or playas. Coarser sediments are found near the foothills. and finer soil
particles. the silts and clays, are found in me lowest areas. Both water and
wind erosion processes are still active and microrelief changes are continuous.
Twenty-two different soil types are present on the Jornada Plain. These soils
have almost no humus or organic matter. and there is little change in texture
between surface soil and subsoil. Lime content is high in all soil types.
Through time, lime from the soil and from calcareous dust has leached
downward and deposited at the depth to which rainfall normally penetrates.
from a few inches to several feel. This zone of lime accumulation, or caliche
layer, is often so thick and dense that penetration by water or roots is severely
limited.
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Vegetation
Common Plants on the Jornada Experimental Range
Perennial Grasses:
Black grama
Mesa dropseed
Red threeawn
Wooton's threeawn
Tobosa
Burrograss
Sand dropseed
Alkali sacaton
Plains brisllegrass
Bush muhly
Fluffgrass

Bouteloua enopoda
Sporobolus flexuosus
Arislida purpurea var. longisera
Arisrida pansa
Pleuraphis mutiea
Scleropogon breviJoUus
Sporobolus cryprandrus
Sporobolus airoides
Setaria macroslaclzya
Muhlenbergia poneri
Dasyoehloa pulehella

Baileya mulliradiaJa
Psilostrophe rage/ina
Croton pOfJsii
Perel.ia nall

On the Jornada Plain, the major grass species on sandy soils are black grama,
mesa dropseed, and red threeawn. Shrubs or shrub-like plants on sandy soils
include honey mesquite, fourwing saltbush, soaptree yucca, and broom
snakeweed. Extensive dunes have developed where mesquite has invaded sandy
soils. Low-lying areas with heavier soils, and which receive water from
surface runoff, are dominated by tobasa and burrograss. Tarbush is a frequent
invader of these heavy soils. Slopes with gravelly soils near the mountains are
typically dominated by creosotebush. In years with favorable winter and
spring moisture, many annual grasses and forbs are also abundant across soil
types.

Salsoln auslralis
Dirhyrea wislizenii
Peetis pappos,

Within the mountains, shrub types are mixed. Major dominants include honey
mesquite, creosotebush, sotol, ocotillo, and whitethorn. Some areas of scrub
woodland are dominated by red-berry juniper and Mexican pinyon pine.

Annual Grasses:
Six-weeks threeawn
Six-weeks grarna
Needle grama
False buffalograss
Perennial Forbs:
Desert baileya
Woolly paperflower
Leatherweed croton
Spiny leaved perezia

Arislida adseensionis
Bouleloua barbOla
Boureloua aristidoides
Munroa squarrosa

Annual Forbs:
Tumbling russianthisl1e
Wislizenus spectaclepod
Chinchweed

The Jomada Experimental Range is usually classified as semidesert grassland,
an ecosystem which covers about 26 million acres (l0.5 million hectares) in
southeastern Arizona, southern New Mexico, western Texas, and northern
Mexico. Thus, research results are applicable to much larger areas. Although
called "grassland", the region contains a complex of vegetation types ranging
from nearly pure stands of grass, through savanna types with grass
interspersed by shrubs or trees, to nearly pure stands of shrubs. The
mountains, plains, and drainageways provide a great variety of habitats for
plants, and the flora is rich in species. On the Experimental Range, some 545
species of higher plants have been collected.

Shrubs and Sbrublike Plants:
Creosotebusb
Honey mesquite
Tarbush
Broom snakewood
Fourwing saltbush
Soaptree yucca
Longleaf ephedra
Whitethorn
Ocotillo
Wheeler sotol

Larrea lridentata
Prosopis glandulosa var.glandu/osa
Flourensia cemua
Gurierril.ia sarothra
lriplex eanescens
Yucca elora
Ephedra rri/urca
Acacia conslricro
Fouquieria splendens
Dasylirion wheeleri

Trees:
Red-berry juniper
Mexican pinyon pine

Juniperus erythrocarpa
Pinus cembroides

NommdalW'e Sourus: KeD, W. Allred, 1993. A FIeld Culde to 1M Cruscos or New Mexico, IUld 1988, A
Ilkld Guide Ilw
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Brush Invasion
The increase in brush on the Jornada Plain is well docwnented. A land survey
made in 1858 included notes on soils and vegetation. From these notes, the
relative abundance of brush types in 1858 was reconstructed. Extent of brush
types was also determined from vegetative surveys made on the Jornada Plain
in 1915, 1928, and 1963.

In 1858, good grass cover was present on more than 90 percent of the 144,475
acres (58.492 hectares) studied. By 1963, less chan 25 percent of the area had
good grass cover. The table below shows the percentage of area occupied by
dense (55 to 100 percent of perennial plant composition) brush cover of the
major shrubs at various dates.
Vegetation Cover I

1858

1915

1928

1963

Percent
Brush-free

58

25

23

0

Honey mesquite

5

24

22

50

Creosotebush

0

3

5

14

Tarbush

0

2

5

9
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Dense cover

~

55 % ofperennial plant composition.

Mesquite is the primary invader on sandy soils. Tarbush has increased on the
heavier soils, and creosotebush occupies shallow and gravelly soils.
Collectively. the spread of brush has been ubiquitous and rapid. As a result.
range carrying capacities have been drastically lowered. Periodic droughts,
unmanaged livestock grazing, and brush seed dispersal by humans, livestock,
and rodents have all contributed to the spread of the shrubs. Brush has
increased in permanent livestock exclosures erected during the 1930's,
demonstrating that brush invades grasslands even in the absence of livestock
grazing. Once established, brusli effectively monopolizes soil moisture and
nutrients, and grass reestablishment is generally very limited without selective
control of brush species. However, traditional brush control practices are
expensive and frequently only of short-term effectiveness. New technologies
are needed, but at present there are few management options for controlling
continued brush encroachment.
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Animals Found on the Jornada Experimental Range
Large herbivores:
Pronghorn antelope
Mule deer
esert bighorn sheep
Gemsbok (oryx)

Antilocapra americana
Odocoileus hemionus
Ovis canadensis mexicanus
Oryx gazella

Carnivorous mammals:
Coyote
Gray fox
Desert fox
Badger
Bobcat
Striped skunk

Canis larrans
Urocyon cinereoargenteus
Vulpes macrotis
Taxidea taxus
Felis rufus
Mephitis mephitis

Small mammals:
Ord s kangaroo rat
Merriam's kangaroo rat
Banner-tailed kangaroo rat
White-Ihroated wood rat
Southern plains wood rat
Silky pocket mouse
Spotted ground squirrel
Deer mouse
Harvest mouse
Desert cottontail
Blacktailed jackrabbit

Dipodomys ordii
Dipodomys merriami
Dipodom)'s speC/ohilis
Neotoma albigula
Neotoma micropus
Perognathus flavus
Spennophilus spilosoma
Peromyscus maniculatus
Reilhrodontomys megalotis
Sylvilagus audubonii
Lepus cali/omicus

I

Birds:
Roadrunner
Redtailed hawk
Swainson's hawk
Golden eagle
Burrowing owl
Mourning dove
Gambel quail
Scaled quail
Black-throated sparrow
Western kingbird
Scott's oriole
Curve-billed Ihrasher
Lesser nighthawk
Chihuahuan raven
Cactus wren
Turkey vulture
White-crowned sparrow
Lark Bunting

Geococcyx cali/omianus
Buteo jamaiceflsis
Buteo swainsoni
Aquila chrysaetos
Speotyto cunicularia
Zenaida macroura
Lophortyx gambelii
Callipepla squamata
Amphispiza bilineata
Tyrannus venicalis
icterus pamorum
Toxostoma curvirostre
Chordeiles acuJipennis
Corvus cryptoleucus
Campylorhynchus brunneicapillus
Cathanes aura
Zonatrichia leucophrys
Calamospiza melanocorys

Animals Found on the Jornada Experimental Range (continued)
Reptiles and amphibians:
Prairie rattlesnake
Diamondback ratllesnake
Texas homed lizard
Side-blotohed lizard
Western whiptaillizard
Little striped whiptail
Gopher snake
Western spadefOOl toad
Couch's spadefoot toad
Insects:

Lesser migratory locust
Snakeweed grasshopper
Painted lady butterfly
Harvester ant
Darkling beetle
Subterranean termite

Crotalus viridis
Crotalus atrox
Phrynosoma comutum
Uta slansburiana
Cnemidophorus tigris
Cnemidophorus inomatus
Pituophis melanoleucus
Spea multiplicata
Scaphiopus couchi
Melanoplus sanguinipes
Hesperotettix viridis
Vanessa cardui
Pogonomyrmex rugosus
Eleodes hispilabris
Gnathamitermes lubi/ormans

Wildlife
The Jornada Experimental Range lies within the Chihuahuan biotic province.
The fauna is representative of that found in the upper Sonoran and Transition
Life Zones throughout the Southwest.

A small band of antelope ( < 100 individuals) inhabit the Jomada Plain, and
mule deer inhabit the foothills and mountains, A number of gemsbok.
introduced from Africa, have taken up residence throughout the range. The
ubiquitous coyote is the most abundant of the carnivorous animals. Recent
studies have estimated coyote population densities at 3-4 animals/mi2.
Rabbit and rodent populations are cyclic. Cottontails and jackrabbits combined
have been censused at densities up to 1,700 animals per section (656/km2).
Several rodent species are abundant in grama grasslands and shrub dominated
areas. Rodents are least abundant in the tobosa and burrograss areas. Both
rodents and rabbits can consume large quantities of forage when they are
abundant.
The Experimental Range, like areas Ihroughout the northern Chihauhuan
Desert, is an important wintering ground for grassland birds. Seed eaters and
raptors are common during winter months.
Insect populations are seasonal and reach peak: abundance during late summer.
Foliage feeding insects, such as grasshoppers, can periodically reach high
densities and can compete with larger herbivores for available forage. Ants,
termites, and dung beetles are important scavengers. Termite biomass has
been estimated at 27 lbs/acre (30 kglha), and termites influence important
processes such as nutrient cycling, organic matter decomposition, and soil
water status.
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Desert Ecology
Livestock Management
Although extremely complex, deserts and desert grasslands are among the
simplest natural landscapes found on Earth. Furthermore, these systems are
extraordinarily sensitive to both human and non-human influences. Because of
these two attributes, scientists have been especially reliant on desert
ecosystems to develop general understandings of ecosystem processes.
Scientists working in desert and grassland environments have contributed
greatly to the development of ideas relating to landscape continuity,
disturbance, plant-animal interactions, stability and change. These ideas futher
contribute to the management of human interactions with forest, farmland and
ocean ecosystems.
Earlier models of desert ecosystems suggested these system were predictable
with predictions being based chiefly upon soil and climatic constraints.
Ecologists have since learned that the chaotic nature of disturbance and
adaptation make predictions of these ecosystem responses difficult, at best.
Current paradigms are built on early ecosystem concepts, but with
modifications that integrate new theories involving thermodynamics, quantum
mechanics, chaos, complexity and adaptive systems.
By increasing our understanding of changes in ecosystem patterns and
processes, we can learn to predict future trends with some degree of certainty.
This will require integrating information from research eumining ecosystems
from organismal to global perspectives. This trend toward highly interactive
science is occurring on the Jornada Experimental Range as scientists examining
the chemistry of a single leaf closely interact with scientists modeling global
chemical budgets.
Because of the Jornada Experimental Range's long history of desert research,
we can examine these changes across a large landscape over a relatively long
period of time. The resulting knowledge will be critical if we are going to
manage human interactions with desert ecosystems in a manner to ensure these
ecosystems remain vigorous while meeting societal needs.

Grazing management follows a "Best Pasture System", which, as the name
implies, means that if animals are moved they go to the pasture with the best
forage at that time. Under this system, cattle normally use tobosa and
burrograss areas during the growing season; black grama range in winter; and
mesquite sand dunes in late winter and spring. Flexibility in both time of
grazing, and number and kind of animals is essential if arid ranges are to be
properly managed.
Cattle management is fairly typical of range livestock operations in the
Southwest. The cattle herd is a commercial crossbred type (primarily Angus x
Hereford) of mature females, 2-year-old heifers and yearling replacement
heifers. Our calving season is February-April, with weaning of calves in
October. Cattle are marketed either through public auction or contract, and all
livestock receipts return to our operation to fund our research and management
programs.
Domestic sheep were introduced on the Jornada Experimental Range in 1983.
Between February 1983 and February 1984 coyotes killed 44 % of the original
144 head flock. Therefore, in order to conduct studies on mixed-species
stocking, protecting sheep from coyote predation became of paramount
importance, and required multifaceted and innovative strategies. Guarding
dogs, specifically the Turkish Akbash breed, form the backbone of our current
predation management program. In addilion, another strategy has been to
bond sheep to cattle. Since cattle in a herd and sheep in a flock do not
consistently associate as a group under free-ranging conditions, it is necessary
to modify sheep behavior. To do this the two species are brought together in
close association when lambs are between 45 and 90 days-of age. The
resulting cohesive group we have termed a flerd. Bonded sheep consistently
stay close to cattle, and when threatened by coyotes move in close proximity to
cattle. Apparently this close association with cattle serves to intimidate
marauding canines. Predation losses under multifaceted management of the
flerd are almost non existent.
In 1994, Pastures lA and 1B (19,833 acres) were set aside for holistic
management in a cooperative agreement with the Beck Land and Cattle
Company, Nun, NM. This collaboration, labeled the Ecosystem Stewardship
Project, is intent on sustaining a functional rangeland ecosystem while
managing for livestock production.
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Past Research (1915-1992)
ainfall, stocking, and vegetation have been continuously recorded since 1915.
Many significant contributions have been made to our understanding of the
ecology and biology of native plants and animals. Much past research has
been directed at problems associated with the rangeland livestock industry.
Some of the contributions toward better management of arid rangelands are as
follows:

1. Development of proper timing and grazing utilization standards for
black grama and toOOsa rangelands.
2. improved livestock distribution techniques including water
development and salting practices.
3. Establishment of principles of .flexible herd management to cope
with fluctuating forage supplies.
4. Improved brusb-eontrol methods.
5. Development of methods and equipment for revegetation of
depleted rangelands.
A complete bibliography of the hundreds of scientific publications authored by
research personnel at the Experimental Range is available upon request.

Selected PubUcations
Jardine, J.T. and C.L. Forsling. 1922. Range and cattle management during
drought. U.S. Dept. Agric. Bull. 1031. 84 pp.
Nelson, E.W. 1934. The influence of precipitation and grazing on black grama
range. U.S. Dept. Agric. Tech. Bull. 409. 32 pp.
Canfield, R.H. 1939. The effect of intensity of clipping on density and yield of
black grama and toOOsa grass. U.S. Dept. Agric. Tech. Bull. 681. 32 pp.
Paulsen, H.A. and F.N. Ares. 1962. Grazing values and management of black
grama and toOOsa grasslands and associated shrub ranges of the Southwest.
U.S. Dept. Agric. Tech. Bull. 1270.56 pp.
Buffmgton, L.C. and C.H. Herbel. 1965. Vegetation changes on a semidesert
grassland range from 1858 to 1963. Ecol. Monog. 35:139-164.
Herbel, C.H., F.N. Ares and R.A. Wright. 1972. Drought effects on a semi
desert range. Ecology 53: 1084-1093.
Ares, F.N. 1974. The Jornada Experimental Range: An epoch in the era of
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Data Management

A variety of regional data are maintained in a Geographic Information System,
incloding layers of elevation, hydrology, geology, soils, vegetation, grazing
history, physical structures, and digital remotely sensed images. Historical data
sets are documented and entered into a hard disk database with personal
computers as file servers. Data fIles are readily transferrable through a local
network at New Mexico State University and Internet. Access requests, except
for meterological data which are unrestricted, are treated on a case-by-case
basis. Access is through data management personnel with the LTER program
and protocol follows LTER network standards.
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